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Digital violence is spreading rapidly and is ever changing as new technologies emerge,
perpetrated by States, malicious groups and individuals alike. It can also be committed with
anonymity and relative impunity. Laws and policies have yet to catch up. But good reporting can
increase public awareness of digital violence and put pressure on governments to act now. This
sheet provides a quick guide for journalists covering the evolving world of online violence.
What is digital violence?
There are many terms for this kind of abuse, but the most inclusive definition is technologyfacilitated gender-based violence. It is defined as:
An act of violence perpetrated by one or more individuals that is rooted in gender
inequality and gendered norms and that is committed, assisted, aggravated and
amplified in part or fully by the use of information and communication technologies or
digital media, against a person on the basis of their gender.
It encompasses many forms of abuse, from online harassment, hate speech, doxxing,
cyberstalking, and image-based abuse, to gendered disinformation, blackmail, exploitation, and
child abuse material. It is carried out by individuals and state actors, and as such, leaders must
take action to implement policies to end digital violence, full stop. [LINK TO WHITE PAPER]
What are the costs of digital violence?
Digital violence has serious, psychological consequences, and can lead to real-world violence,
such as street harassment, physical and sexual assault and even femicide and assassinations.
Survivors of digital violence have lost jobs, professional reputations and leadership roles.
Perpetrators of digital violence who seek to exclude individuals – often women – from
participating in the public sphere and political life may be successful. When this happens, whole
societies lose out and gender equality is undermined.
Why is this a gender issue?
Digital violence is both driven by gender norms and has gendered impacts.
Women and girls are more likely than men and boys to experience digital violence, and that
violence is more likely to be sexual and threatening in nature. As well as women and girls,
perpetrators are more likely to target people of colour, LGBTQI individuals and those from other
minority groups.* Rates of abuse** increase for those with multiple, intersecting marginalized
identities. Digital violence often stems from misogyny, racism and homophobia and as such,
may amount to a hate crime.
The impact of digital violence on women and girls often involves suffering from stigma, damaged
reputation, reduced productivity, negative effects on mental health and psychological well being,
online and offline isolation and so on. This contributes to reduced participation of women and
girls in workplaces, schools and leadership positions.

When reporting on digital violence, journalists should:
Not blame the survivor or dismiss digital violence as merely “trolling” or “bullying.”
Remember that digital violence affects all facets of life and often leads to real-world violence.
Hold the powerful to account. Don’t put the onus on the survivor to end the abuse, i.e. by
blocking and reporting. Technology companies can do more, and governments should enforce
legislation to protect online participation for all. Governments, in particular authoritarian states,
should not encourage or facilitate online violence against prominent critics, journalists and
human rights defenders.
Report digital violence as a human rights abuse. The root causes of digital violence
targeting women, girls and LGBTQI individuals are gender inequality and power differentials
based on patriarchy, misogyny and hate. Misogyny and hate crimes are political issues because
they seek to deny survivors participation in public life, and in their most extreme form, end life
completely.
Use language that respects the experience of the survivor. Survivors define their
experiences in different ways, and many feel that certain terms are degrading or misleading. For
example, some object to the term “revenge porn” because it sexualizes the subject, implies
consent and blames the survivor. Consider using phrases such as: the non-consensual sharing
of intimate images, image-based sexual abuse, and child sexual abuse material, rather than
“revenge porn,” and “child pornography.” When referring to the survivor, differentiate between
the terms "survivor" and "victim". ‘Victim’ is often used in the context of court proceedings or
where the survivor has passed away. "Survivor" attributes agency in overcoming the violence.
Use language that highlights the agency of the perpetrator. Don’t say that someone’s
intimate images have been “leaked”. Calling these images “leaked” suggests passivity on part of
the perpetrator, or carelessness on behalf of the target. The non-consensual release of intimate
images may be the result of hacking. These images may be maliciously posted, disseminated or
sold by an abuser.
Make sure survivors provide informed consent to any interview and respect their requests
for anonymity. Consult the Center for Women’s Global Leadership’s handbook Silence and
Omissions: A media guide for covering gender-based violence.
Not ask survivors to hand over abusive images, videos, messages or relive moments
that may re-traumatize them. Consult WHO’s guidelines on Preventing Suicide. Do not
sensationalize stories or reproduce suicide notes.
Emphasize solutions to digital violence, for instance, apps and platforms attempting to
end digital violence.

-

Not amplify hate. Reporting on social media “trends” can give disproportionate visibility to
abusers, provide notoriety and spread misinformation. It may activate copycat abusers, and
even normalize abusive behaviour and practices.

-

Consider the wider context. Don’t report on abusive social media posts without carefully
considering the wider context, including impact on the target of abuse and whether the abuse is
representative of wider public opinion.
*Journalists, too, are particularly vulnerable to digital violence, with women journalists, journalists of
colour and LGBTQI journalists facing heightened risks. The work of all journalists, including those with
marginalized identities, must be protected. New research shows that peer support among journalists is
key to maintaining wellbeing in the face of increasing online abuse. Support networks, even if informal,
are emerging as valuable resources.
**In some countries, surveys indicate that the rates of experience of technology-facilitated gender-based
violence are more than double that of intimate partner violence ever experienced by adolescent girls. A
recent study indicates that over 58 per cent of young women and girls have experienced harassment on
social media platforms, with the most common type of online harm abusive and insulting language,
deliberate embarrassment as well as body shaming and threats of sexual violence. This is over double
the global estimates of 1 in 4 adolescent girls experiencing physical and or sexual violence from an
intimate partner or husband.
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